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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01216 
CASE NAME: SITAULA, ET AL. VS ZHANG 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: APPOINTMENT OF REFEREE SET BY DEPT. 39 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Dropped by the Court as parties have stipulated to the use of a Facilitator as a referee. 

  

  
 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00518 
CASE NAME: ROB HILL VS MARATHON PETROLEUM 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of HILL FILED BY MARATHON 
PETROLEUM CORPORATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Withdrawn by notice of moving party filed on October 2, 2020. 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00616 
CASE NAME: GUIDO DE PETRA VS GTE MOBILNET 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR STRIKE ALL REFERENCES TO EXEMPLARY AND 
FILED BY DEREK GUIDO DE PETRA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is Plaintiff and Cross-Defendant's motion to strike references to exemplary and 
punitive damages in the cross-complaint of defendant and Cross-Complainant Persons Plastic 
Surgery, Inc. ("PPS"). For the reasons set forth, the motion is granted, with leave to amend. 
The following shall be stricken from the Cross-Complaint: Paragraph 41 in its entirety (p. 10, ll. 
1-5); Prayer for Relief ¶ 6 (p. 11, l. 27). 

Factual Background 

Plaintiff and Cross-Defendant Derek Guido De Petra, a Sole Trustee of the Irrevocable Trust 
Created by the de Petra Family 1998 Revocable Trust, Amended and Restated February 4, 
2014 ("De Petra") is the owner of a medical office building in Moraga in which PPS was a tenant 
under a lease of Suite 205. (Cross-Compl. ¶ 1.) Work performed at the building by defendant 
and cross-defendant GTE Mobilnet ("GTE") and its contractor, defendant and cross-defendant 
Quality Telecom Consultants ("QTC"), caused damage to the roof and an intrusion of water into 
Suite 205. (Cross-Compl. ¶ 10.)  

De Petra relocated PPS to Suite 103 in the building. (Cross-Compl. ¶ 11.) PPS alleges that GTE 
and QTC made repairs but that water continued to leak into both Suites 103 and 205. PPS, an 
outpatient plastic surgery center, alleges the water damage caused mold and fungi growth in the 
two suites, that PPS spent considerable sums to assess and abate the environmental hazards 
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caused by the water intrusion, and that PPS was unable to access its surgical and examination 
rooms, which were destroyed by the water intrusion. (Cross-Compl. ¶¶ 12-16.)  

PPS alleges multiple causes of action, including a fifth cause of action against all cross-
defendants for conversion, in which PPS seeks exemplary and punitive damages which are the 
subject of De Petra's motion to strike. 

Analysis 

A. Legal Standards Applicable to Motion to Strike and Pleading Requirements for 
A Punitive Damages Claim 
 

The Court may strike allegations that are “irrelevant, false or improper matter” or any portion of a 
pleading “not drawn . . . in conformity with the laws of this state.” (CCP § 436(a) and (b).) In 
addition, allegations “neither supported by nor pertinent to an otherwise legally sufficient claim 
or defense”’ can be stricken. (CCP § 431.10(b)(2).) 

Under Civil Code § 3294, punitive damages may be awarded “In an action for the breach of an 
obligation not arising from contract, where it is proven by clear and convincing evidence that the 
defendant has been guilty of oppression, fraud, or malice.” (Civil Code § 3294(a).) The statute 
defines "oppression" as "despicable conduct that subjects a person to cruel and unjust hardship 
in conscious disregard of that person’s rights." (Civil Code § 3294(c)(2).) It defines "malice" as 
"conduct which is intended by the defendant to cause injury to the plaintiff or despicable conduct 
which is carried on by the defendant with a willful and conscious disregard of the rights or safety 
of others." (Civil Code § 3294(c)(1).)  

Civil Code § 3294 was amended in 1987 to add the requirement that conduct be "despicable" to 
support an award of punitive damages based on malice or oppression. (See Lackner v. North 
(2006) 135 Cal.App.4th 1188, 1211; Stats.1987, c. 1498, § 5, p. 5780.) The California Supreme 
Court explained: 

[T]he statute's reference to "despicable" conduct seems to 
represent a new substantive limitation on punitive damage awards. 
Used in its ordinary sense, the adjective "despicable" is a powerful 
term that refers to circumstances that are "base," "vile," or 
"contemptible." (4 Oxford English Dict. (2d ed. 1989) p. 529.) As 
amended to include this word, the statute plainly indicates that 
absent an intent to injure the plaintiff, "malice" requires more than 
a "willful and conscious" disregard of the plaintiffs' interests. The 
additional component of "despicable conduct" must be found. 

(College Hospital Inc. v. Superior Court (1994) 8 Cal.4th 704, 725.) (See also Lackner v. North, 
supra, 135 Cal.App.4th at 1209 ["The adjective 'despicable' connotes conduct that is '…so vile, 
base, contemptible, miserable, wretched or loathsome that it would be looked down upon and 
despised by ordinary decent people.' [Citations, internal quotations omitted.]"]; Jarman v. HCR 
ManorCare, Inc. (2017) 9 Cal.App.5th 807, 818-819 ["the defendant's conscious disregard of the 
plaintiff's rights or safety will be sufficient to support a finding of malice or oppression, as long 
as the conduct is also deemed to be despicable." (emphasis added)].)  
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"The mere allegation an intentional tort was committed is not sufficient to warrant an award of 
punitive damages. [Citations omitted.] Not only must there be circumstances of oppression, 
fraud or malice, but facts must be alleged in the pleading to support such a claim." (Grieves v. 
Superior Court (1984) 157 Cal.App.3d 159, 166 [emphasis added; citing G. D. Searle & Co. v. 
Superior Court (1975) 49 Cal.App.3d 22, 29].)  Merely alleging conclusory language that parrots 
the grounds for awarding punitive damages in the words of the statute is not enough for the 
punitive damages claim to survive a motion to strike. (Blegen v. Superior Court (1981) 125 
Cal.App.3d 959, 963 ["Pleading in the language of the statute is acceptable provided that 

sufficient facts are pleaded to support the allegations. [Citation omitted; emphasis added.] 
The terms themselves are conclusory, however."].)  

B. Application of Standards to the Conversion Cause of Action 
 

In its conversion cause of action, in addition to its prior allegations regarding the damage to the 
suites it occupied and the environmental hazards in those suites, PPS alleges that De Petra 
interfered with PPS having access to its property or destroyed its property. (Cross-Compl. ¶¶ 
36-37.) PPS makes the conclusory allegations in paragraph 38 of the Cross-Complaint that De 
Petra's actions "were intended to cause injury to [PPS], to subject [PPS] to unjust hardship in 
conscious disregard of its rights" and that the conduct "constitutes malice and oppression within 
the meaning of the Civil Code." (Cross-Compl. ¶ 41.) 

Though a cause of action for conversion may support an award of punitive damages (see 
Haines v. Parra (1987) 193 Cal.App.3d 1553, 1559-1560; Kreiger v. Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
(1981) 119 Cal.App.3d 137, 148), the facts PPS has alleged do not rise to the level necessary to 
state a claim for punitive or exemplary damages under Civil Code § 3294 and the case law. PPS 
argues that De Petra allegedly failed to prevent water from intruding into the suites occupied by 
PPS and to take adequate action to mitigate and correct the damage caused to the suites. (Opp. 
p. 5, ll. 18-27.) PPS, however, also alleges that De Petra relocated PPS to a lower floor away 
from suite 205 where the initial damage occurred, and that GTE and QTC made efforts to repair 
the damage, though they were allegedly unsuccessful. (Cross-Compl. ¶¶ 11-12.)  

The allegations taken together do not describe "despicable" conduct "so vile, base, 
contemptible, miserable, wretched or loathsome that it would be looked down upon and 
despised by ordinary decent people." (Lackner v. North, supra, 135 Cal.App.4th at 1209 [internal 
quotations and citation omitted]; Civ. Code ¶ 3294(c)(1) and (2).) The Court therefore grants the 
motion to strike. 
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 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00616 
CASE NAME: GUIDO DE PETRA VS GTE MOBILNET 
HEARING ON PETITION TO/FOR COMPEL ARBITRATION FILED BY FIDELITY 
AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a petition to compel arbitration filed by defendant Fidelity and Deposit 
Company of Maryland. For the reasons set forth, the petition is granted, and pursuant to Code 
of Civil Procedure § 1281.2, the Court further orders the mandatory arbitration stayed, pending 
resolution of the pending Complaint and Cross-Complaint. 

Factual/Procedural Background 

Plaintiff is the owner of a medical office building in Lafayette (the "Property"). (Compl. ¶ 1.) 
Plaintiff entered into an agreement with defendant GTE Mobilnet of California Limited 
Partnership ("GTE") allowing GTE to install telecommunications equipment on the roof of the 
building and other locations at the Property. (Compl. ¶ 9.) GTE engaged defendant Quality 
Telecom Consultants, Inc. ("QTC") to install the telecommunications equipment, and QTC broke 
through the roof into Suite 205 of the building (the "Roof Event") when it was performing the 
work. (Compl. ¶¶ 10, 11.) Defendant Persons Cosmetic Surgery, Inc., appearing in the action as 
Persons Plastic Surgery, Inc. ("PPS") is a tenant at the Property and occupant of Suite 205 
where the roof damage occurred. (Compl. ¶ 12.) The damage to the roof also caused damage 
to the tenant improvements and mold and other contamination in Suite 205 as well as PPS's 
trade fixtures, other property, and business. (Compl. ¶¶ 13-15.) The petitioner, Fidelity and 
Deposit Company of Maryland ("Fidelity"), is Plaintiff's insurer. 

The Complaint alleges eight causes of action, the first six of which are against GTE and QTC 
based on their role in allegedly causing the damage to Plaintiff's building and Plaintiff's potential 
exposure to damage claims by PPS arising out of the Roof Event. Plaintiff's seventh cause of 
action seeks declaratory relief against PPS to resolve the dispute over the extent to which 
Plaintiff is liable to PPS for the claims PPS has made for damage to its suite and business.  

Plaintiff's eight cause of action is the only cause of action against Fidelity. Plaintiff alleges he 
has a general liability and a property casualty insurance policy with Fidelity, and that Fidelity has 
failed to "cover" or pay for damages sustained by both Plaintiff and PPS resulting from the Roof 
Event. (Compl. ¶¶ 73-75.) Plaintiff also seeks indemnification from Fidelity for any damages 
Plaintiff may owe PPS and for its attorneys' fees and costs if Plaintiff is found to owe PPS 
damages, pursuant to Plaintiff's insurance with Fidelity. (Compl. ¶¶ 76, 77.) 

Concurrent with Fidelity's petition to compel arbitration, Fidelity filed a demurrer to the 
Complaint. Plaintiff filed a non-opposition to the petition to compel arbitration but has opposed 
the demurrer.  

Procedure and Burden of Proof on Petition to Compel Arbitration 

The threshold issue of whether a valid and enforceable agreement to arbitrate exists is 
determined under California law and procedures. (Rosenthal v. Great Western Fin. Securities 
Corp. (1996) 14 Cal.4th 394, 413 ("Rosenthal"); CCP §§ 1281.2, 1290.2.) Fidelity as the party 
moving to compel arbitration bears the burden of proving the existence of the arbitration 
agreement by a preponderance of the evidence. (Id.)  
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Fidelity has presented a copy of the insurance policy with the mandatory arbitration provision on 
which the petition is based. (Decl. of Brian J. Finn, Exh. A.) The mandatory arbitration provision, 
which appears on page 14 of the policy, provides, "In case we fail to agree with you as to the 
meaning or effect of any provision of this policy, the disagreement shall be resolved by binding 
arbitration in accordance with the statutory rules and procedures of the state in which the 
property is located." The provision subsequently states it is "mandatory."  

Under the foregoing provisions of the arbitration clause of the insurance policy, the California 
Arbitration Act, Code of Civil Procedure § 1281 et seq., governs the arbitration. If the Court 
grants a petition to compel arbitration, the Court also has discretion to stay the litigation pending 
the arbitration, to stay the arbitration pending the litigation, and to grant other relief to manage 
the litigation if the conditions of Code of Civil Procedure § 1281.2 are met.  

Analysis 

A. Right to Compel Arbitration 
 

Plaintiff's non-opposition does not dispute that the petition to compel arbitration meets the 
procedural requirements of Code of Civil Procedure §§ 1281.2 and 1290.2. Plaintiff's non-
opposition indicates he does not dispute that granting the petition is proper as a substantive 
matter, based on the mandatory arbitration provision in the insurance policy attached to the Finn 
Declaration. The non-opposition does not assert any argument or authority against granting the 
petition. (CCP § 1281.2(b).) 

The Court also finds under the circumstances that Fidelity's filing the demurrer concurrently with 
the petition to compel arbitration did not result in a waiver of its right to compel arbitration or 
prejudice or mislead Plaintiff, who does not oppose proceeding to arbitration on either of those 
grounds, or any other ground. (See CCP § 1281.2(a); Franco v. Arakelian Enterprises, Inc. 
(2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 947, 958-959 ["Past cases have found a waiver of the right to compel 
arbitration in situations ranging from those in which after a dispute has arisen the party seeking 
arbitration has taken steps that are inconsistent with an intention to invoke arbitration, has 
unreasonably delayed undertaking the arbitration procedure, or has acted in bad faith or willful 
misconduct with respect to its arbitration rights—for example, by misleading and prejudicing the 
party opposing arbitration. [Citations omitted.] Prejudice typically is found only where conduct of 
the petitioning party has substantially impaired the other party's ability to obtain the benefits and 
efficiencies of arbitration, for example, when the party has unreasonably delayed seeking 
arbitration [citation omitted]; where the party has exploited trial court discovery procedures that 
would be unavailable to it in arbitration [citation omitted]; or where delay by the petitioning party 
has resulted in lost evidence [citation omitted].)  The strong policy in favor of arbitration means 
waiver of the right to arbitrate is not to be "lightly inferred," and waiver should not be inferred 
here by Fidelity filing the demurrer. (St. Agnes Medical Center v. PacifiCare of California (2003) 
31 Cal.4th at 1195.)  

B. Scope of Issues Subject to Arbitration 
 

Though De Petra and Fidelity agree their dispute should proceed in arbitration, Plaintiff's non-
opposition, as well as the parties' other pleadings addressing Fidelity's demurrer, indicate there 
may be some dispute over the scope of the claims against Fidelity subject to the mandatory 
arbitration clause under the insurance policy, as well as the potential impact of an order granting 
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the petition on the claims asserted in the eighth cause of action. Fidelity tries to draw a bright 
line on the scope of the arbitration as covering only "first party claims" by Plaintiff against 
Fidelity under the policy and contends that the eighth cause of action alleges both "first party 
claims" and "third party claims." (Memo. ISO Pet. p. 2, l. 6 – 3, l. 11.)  

If Fidelity's position is that the "third party claims" PPS is asserting against Plaintiff and which 
may be subject to coverage under the insurance policy are not within the scope of the 
mandatory arbitration provision, the Court agrees. As set forth in the tentative ruling on the 
demurrer, the Court also agrees that the eighth cause of action asserts breaches of the 
insurance policy by Fidelity's failure to pay both first party claims owed to Plaintiff (Compl. ¶¶ 73, 
74, 76, 77) and third party claims owed to PPS (Compl. ¶¶ 73-75). 

The Court construes the scope of the mandatory arbitration provision under ordinary contract 
interpretation principles. (EFund Capital Partners v. Pless (2007) 150 Cal.App.4th 1311, 1321; 
Gravillis v. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage Co. (2006) 143 Cal.App.4th 761, 771.) By its 
terms, the mandatory arbitration provision covers disputes between Plaintiff and Fidelity over 
"the meaning or effect of any provision of this policy." It also provides for Fidelity to pay Plaintiff's 
fees and expenses associated with the arbitration, if the arbitration results in (1) a finding of 
coverage for loss or damage for which Fidelity denied coverage, or (2) if the arbitrator finds 
Plaintiff is entitled to a loss payment that exceeds any written offer made by Fidelity to settle the 
covered loss. (Finn Exh. A p. 14.)  

Fidelity has insured Plaintiff under the policy not only for damages it sustained to its property, 
but also for claims made by a third party for which Plaintiff may have liability to the extent the 
claims or losses of the third party are covered under the policy, which is why Fidelity has 
apparently agreed to defend the PPS cross-complaint against Plaintiff, but with a reservation of 
rights. (Finn Decl. ISO Dem. ¶ 4.) Fidelity has a duty not only to defend Plaintiff from the PPS 
§cross-complaint, but also a duty to indemnify Plaintiff for losses and damages it owes to PPS 
to the extent covered by the insurance policy. (Finn Decl. Exh. A p. 18.) The so-called "third 
party claims" in effect may become "first party claims" of De Petra against Fidelity subject to 
mandatory arbitration to the extent Plaintiff and Fidelity dispute the "meaning or effect" of the 
insurance policy as it pertains to Fidelity's duty to indemnify Plaintiff for amounts Plaintiff may 
owe PPS. The mandatory arbitration provision does not distinguish between a dispute over the 
"meaning or effect" of a policy provision pertaining to losses Plaintiff suffered directly for 
damage to his property and those which a third party is determined to have suffered for which 
Plaintiff is liable and for which the policy is supposed to indemnify the Plaintiff. (Finn. Exh. A p. 
14.) 

C. Timing of Arbitration and Stay Under Code of Civil Procedure § 1281.2  
 

Plaintiff's non-opposition reiterates a proposal Plaintiff asserts he made to Fidelity regarding his 
claims against Fidelity in this action and proposed conditions to the arbitration, which the Court 
will not address. Plaintiff, however, also raises the issue of the timing of the arbitration in relation 
to this action, and whether the arbitration should take place after resolution of the claims against 
the other defendants. (Non-Opp. p. 1, l. 26 – 2, l. 1.)  

Code of Civil Procedure § 1281.2 provides the Court with discretion to address the timing and 
order of proceedings under the circumstances. The concluding paragraph of the statute states: 
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If the court determines that a party to the arbitration is also a party 
to litigation in a pending court action or special proceeding with a 
third party as set forth under subdivision (c), the court (1) may 
refuse to enforce the arbitration agreement and may order 
intervention or joinder of all parties in a single action or special 
proceeding; (2) may order intervention or joinder as to all or only 
certain issues; (3) may order arbitration among the parties who 
have agreed to arbitration and stay the pending court action or 
special proceeding pending the outcome of the arbitration 
proceeding; or (4) may stay arbitration pending the outcome of the 
court action or special proceeding. 

(CCP § 1281.2.)  

The pending court action described in Code of Civil Procedure § 1281.2(c) is one "arising out of 
the same transaction or series of related transactions and there is a possibility of conflicting 
rulings on a common issue of law or fact." (CCP § 1281.2(c).) "Under section 1281.2(c), the trial 

court has the discretion to, among other things, stay or deny arbitration if one or more parties to 
the action is not subject to arbitration, and multiple proceedings might result in conflicting rulings 
involving the same transaction. [Citation omitted.]" (Gravillis v. Coldwell Banker Residential 
Brokerage Co., supra, 143 Cal.App.4th at 783.) 

Plaintiff, a party to the arbitration under the mandatory arbitration clause, is also a party to this 
action and the Cross-Complaint by PPS. As Fidelity contends, PPS and the third party claims it 
is asserting are not within the scope of the mandatory arbitration provision, nor are Plaintiff's 
claims against third parties GTE and QTC. The pending actions involving GTE, QTC and PPS 
arise out of the same series of transactions which are the basis for the insurance claims subject 
to the mandatory arbitration provision.  

There is a possibility of conflicting rulings on common issues of law or fact involving the 
determination of the nature, cause, and scope of the claims PPS has against Plaintiff in this 
litigation if the arbitration also addresses, for example, the scope of coverage for claims made 
by PPS against Plaintiff based on the "meaning or effect" of the policy provisions. The "meaning 
or effect" of the policy as it applies to the covered losses for Plaintiff's property damages may be 
subject to inconsistent rulings or findings, because claims by both Plaintiff and PPS are also 
being litigated against GTE and QTC, including the nature and cause of the water leaks and the 
mold and fungal problems, and may also be addressed in the arbitration based on the scope of 
covered losses under the policy. Further, there is at least some possibility the arbitration may 
not be necessary if Plaintiff and Fidelity ultimately do not dispute the meaning or effect of the 
policy on the coverage for, and the amount of, losses Plaintiff is entitled to recover from Fidelity 
when the claims against GTE, QTC and PPS are sorted out in the litigation. 

The quoted provision of Code of Civil Procedure § 1281.2 gives the Court the discretion to "stay 
arbitration pending the outcome of the court action." As one Court explained, in rejecting the 
defendant's position that the action rather than the arbitration should have been stayed, "While 
there is a strong public policy in favor of arbitration, there is an 'equally compelling argument 
that the Legislature has also authorized trial courts to refuse enforcement of an arbitration 
agreement [or stay the arbitration] when, as here, there is a possibility of conflicting rulings. (§ 
1281.2, subd. (c).)' [Citation omitted.] Defendants argue the court should have stayed the 
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litigation pending resolution of any claims subject to arbitration because the litigation may not 
render the arbitration unnecessary. But that concern does not warrant reversal. We will not 
disturb the court's discretionary ruling unless it exceeded the bounds of reason." (Fitzhugh v. 
Granada Healthcare & Rehabilitation Center, LLC (2007) 150 Cal.App.4th 469, 475.) 

The Court finds there is good reason for the Court to exercise its discretion to stay the 
mandatory arbitration until the claims by Plaintiff against GTE, QTC and PPS and the claims 
asserted in the Cross-Complaint are determined, because of the risk of inconsistent factual and 
legal determinations. It is premature for the arbitration to proceed to determine disputes over the 
meaning or effect of the insurance policy as it applies to Plaintiff's losses and claims when the 
nature, basis, and amount of those losses and claims will be determined in large part in this 
pending action and the cross-action, highlighting the risk of inconsistent rulings if the arbitration 
proceeds first. 
 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00616 
CASE NAME: GUIDO DE PETRA VS GTE MOBILNET 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of PETRA FILED BY FIDELITY AND 
DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a demurrer to Plaintiff's complaint filed by defendant Fidelity and Deposit 
Company of Maryland ("Fidelity"). For the reasons set forth, Fidelity's general demurrer to the 
eighth cause of action against Fidelity for breach of contract is sustained, with leave to 
amend, and the demurrer for uncertainty is overruled.  

Factual Allegations 

Plaintiff is the owner of a medical office building in Lafayette (the "Property"). (Compl. ¶ 1.) 
Plaintiff entered into an agreement with defendant GTE Mobilnet of California Limited 
Partnership ("GTE") allowing GTE to install telecommunications equipment on the roof of the 
building and other locations at the Property. (Compl. ¶ 9.) GTE engaged defendant Quality 
Telecom Consultants, Inc. ("QTC") to install the telecommunications equipment, and QTC broke 
through the roof into Suite 205 of the building (the "Roof Event") when it was performing the 
work. (Compl. ¶¶ 10, 11.) Defendant Persons Cosmetic Surgery, Inc., appearing in the action as 
Persons Plastic Surgery, Inc. ("PPS") is a tenant at the Property and occupant of Suite 205 
where the roof damage occurred. (Compl. ¶ 12.) The damage to the roof also caused damage 
to the tenant improvements and mold and other contamination in Suite 205 as well as PPS's 
trade fixtures, other property, and business. (Compl. ¶¶ 13-15.) The petitioner, Fidelity and 
Deposit Company of Maryland ("Fidelity"), is Plaintiff's insurer.  

The Complaint alleges eight causes of action, the first six of which are against GTE and QTC 
based on their role in allegedly causing the damage to Plaintiff's building and Plaintiff's potential 
exposure to damage claims by PPS arising out of the Roof Event. Plaintiff's seventh cause of 
action seeks declaratory relief against PPS based on a dispute over the extent to which Plaintiff 
is liable to PPS for damage to its tenant improvements, trade fixtures, and other materials in its 
suite. PPS has filed a cross-complaint against De Petra, GTE and QTC alleging multiple causes 
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of action, including claims for contribution and equitable indemnity, breach of contract against 
De Petra for breach of the lease, and other claims. 

Plaintiff's eight cause of action is the only cause of action alleged against Fidelity. Plaintiff 
alleges Fidelity has "refused to cover" claims of Plaintiff and PPS resulting from the Roof Event. 
(Compl. ¶ 73.) Plaintiff also alleges Fidelity has failed to pay for repairs to Suite 205 and to pay 
other amounts claimed by PPS. (Compl. ¶¶ 74, 75.) In addition, Plaintiff seeks indemnification 
from Fidelity for any damages Plaintiff may owe PPS and for its attorneys' fees and costs if 
Plaintiff is found to owe PPS damages, pursuant to Plaintiff's insurance with Fidelity. (Compl. ¶¶ 
76, 77.) 

Concurrent with its demurrer, Fidelity filed a petition to compel arbitration. Plaintiff filed a non-
opposition to the petition to compel arbitration but has opposed the demurrer.   

Standards Applicable to A Demurrer 

In ruling on the demurrer, the Court must accept as true all well-pleaded material factual 
allegations of the FAC. (Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 39 Cal.3d 311, 318; Rakestraw v. California 
Physicians’ Service (2000) 81 Cal.App.4th 39, 42.) The Court "treat[s] the demurrer as admitting 
all material facts properly pleaded, but not contentions, deductions or conclusions of fact or law" 
and "give[s] the complaint a reasonable interpretation, reading it as a whole and its parts in their 
context. [Citation.]" (Blank v. Kirwan, supra, 39 Cal.3d at 318.) 

A demurrer for uncertainty is disfavored and "should be overruled when the facts as to which the 
complaint is uncertain are presumptively within the defendant's knowledge. [Citation omitted.]" 
(Chen v. Berenjian (2019) 33 Cal.App.5th 811, 822.) "[D]emurrers for uncertainty are disfavored, 
and are granted only if the pleading is so incomprehensible that a defendant cannot reasonably 
respond. [Citations, internal quotations omitted.]" (A.J. Fistes Corp. v. GDL Best Contractors, 
Inc., (2019) 38 Cal.App.5th 677, 695.) 

Analysis 

Fidelity has asserted a general demurrer to the eighth cause of action for failure to state a cause 
of action for breach of contract under Code of Civil Procedure § 430.10(e), and a special 
demurrer to the eighth cause of action on the grounds it is "uncertain, ambiguous and 
unintelligible" under Code of Civil Procedure § 430.10(f). Though the title in the caption of 
Plaintiff's response to the demurrer identifies it as a "Non-Opposition," the title in the footer of 
the pleading and the text make it clear Plaintiff opposes the demurrer, as Fidelity recognizes in 
its Reply. 

A. General Demurrer 
 

"To establish a cause of action for breach of contract, the plaintiff must plead and prove (1) the 
existence of the contract, (2) the plaintiff's performance or excuse for nonperformance, (3) the 
defendant's breach, and (4) resulting damages to the plaintiff. [Citations omitted.] 'In an action 
based on a written contract, a plaintiff may plead the legal effect of the contract rather than its 
precise language.' " (Maxwell v. Dolezal (2014) 231Cal.App.4th 93, 97-98 [quoting Construction 
Protective Services, Inc. v. TIG Specialty Ins. Co. (2002) 29 Cal.4th 189, 198–199].) (See also 
Miles v. Deutsche (2015) 236 Cal.App.4th 394, 402 [pleading the legal effect of the contract is 
sufficient].) 
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In Construction Protective Services, Inc. v. TIG Specialty Ins. Co., supra, 29 Cal.4th 189, for 
example, the Court held the complaint sufficiently set forth a breach of contract claim under an 
insurance policy where the party "alleged (1) that the insurance policy obligated TIG Insurance 
to defend and indemnify CPS against suits seeking damages, and (2) that under the terms of 
the policy, SHC's setoff claim fell within the scope of that contractual obligation." (Id. at 199.) 
Here, Plaintiff alleges that he and Fidelity are "parties to a general liability insurance policy and a 
property casualty insurance policy pertaining to the Property." (Compl. ¶ 70.) Plaintiff then 
alleges that he notified Fidelity of the Roof Event, that Fidelity sent an adjustor to the Property, 
and that Fidelity has refused to "cover" claims by Plaintiff and PPS, refused to pay to repair 
Suite 205, and refused to pay "other claims" of PPS. (Compl. ¶¶ 71-75.) 

Other than identifying the title of the insurance policies, there are no allegations describing the 
terms of the policies that cover the types of claims asserted by Plaintiff or PPS as alleged in the 
Complaint, and the provisions that obligate Fidelity to pay for the damage to Plaintiff's property, 
the repairs to Suite 205, or "other claims" of PPS. Plaintiff's allegations that Fidelity has failed to 
perform must be tethered to allegations describing what duties Fidelity is required to perform 
under the insurance policies. The titles of the policies alone (¶ 70) are insufficient to allege that 
Fidelity's contractual obligations include covering the claims made by Plaintiff and PPS, paying 
for repairs for Suite 205, or paying "other claims" of PPS such that its failure to do those things 
constitutes a breach of the insurance policy. Plaintiff has therefore not alleged facts sufficient to 
state a cause of action for breach of contract in this cause of action, and for this reason, the 
demurrer is sustained, with leave to amend. 

Fidelity has pointed out that the eighth cause of action asserts two types of claims as breaches 
of the insurance policy based on Fidelity's failure to pay both "first party claims" for amounts 
owed to Plaintiff (Compl. ¶¶ 73, 74, 76, 77) and third party claims for claims made by PPS 
(Compl. ¶¶ 73-75) allegedly covered by the policy. In his Opposition, Plaintiff indicates Fidelity 
has agreed to defend Plaintiff against the cross-complaint brought by PPS, and Fidelity 
suggests in its Reply that this renders Plaintiff's cause of action related to the PPS claims moot. 
(Reply. p. 3, ll. 1-5.) The Court does not agree that the aspect of this cause of action addressed 
to the PPS claims is moot, as the Finn Declaration in support of the demurrer indicates Fidelity 
has undertaken Plaintiff's defense under a reservation of rights (Finn Decl. ISO Dem. ¶ 4). The 
fact that Fidelity is defending the claims does not mean that Fidelity has paid or will pay the PPS 
claims which Plaintiff alleges implicitly Fidelity is obligated to pay and has failed to compensate 
under the policy.  

B. Special Demurrer 
 

Fidelity argues that the eighth cause of action is uncertain, vague, and ambiguous in the factual 
allegations essential to this claim. Fidelity argues the Complaint fails to allege what claims 
Plaintiff and PPS asserted under the policies and when and how they made those claims. 
Fidelity also argues that Plaintiff has alleged separate "causes of action" because it alleges 
different breaches of the insurance policy based on the "first party claims" because Fidelity did 
not pay Plaintiff for damage Plaintiff's property, and the "third party claims" because Fidelity has 
not indemnified Plaintiff for liability it owes or may owe to PPS. (See generally Garvey v. State 
Farm Fire & Casualty Co. (1989) 48 Cal.3d 395, 406-407 [addressing distinction between 
coverage for first party claims and third party claims under insurance and differences in proof].)  
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Taking the latter issue first, the Court interprets the allegations of the eighth cause of action as 
an allegation that Fidelity has committed multiple breaches of the insurance contract by not 
paying "first party claims" made by Plaintiff under the policy and not covering "third party claims" 
for damages sustained by PPS which are covered by the policy, including not repairing damage 
to Suite 205 and not paying the other PPS claims. The authorities cited by Fidelity do not stand 
for the proposition that distinct breaches of a single contract must be alleged in separate causes 
of action.  

Zumbrun v. University of Southern California (1972) 25 Cal.App.3d 1 cited by Fidelity is 
distinguishable because plaintiff there alleged breach of a contract between plaintiff and USC 
and breach of a separate contract between USC and a third party of which plaintiff claimed to a 
third party beneficiary. (Id. at 9 ["In the first count, which is specifically pleaded, there is at least 
one instance where two causes of action have been united without being separately stated. 
There is a cause of action for a breach of a contract between plaintiff and USC as we shall 
elaborate in more detail below. There is also a paragraph which sounds as if plaintiff is seeking 
to make herself a third party beneficiary of a contract of employment between USC and 
defendant Miller. Plaintiff also argues in her brief that she has pled such a cause of action. The 
transactions relating to a contract entered into by USC and defendant Miller involve acts 
separate and distinct from the contract between plaintiff and USC. Consequently, there is a 
uniting of two causes of action in one count without separate statement."].) Lavine v. Jessup 
(1958) 161 Cal.App.2d 59, 69 was not a breach of contract case but rather a public liability case 
asserting tort claims. (Id. ["The present controversy, of course, is not an action for breach of 
contract but one making far more serious charges."].)  

As to Fidelity's other grounds for asserting the eighth cause of action is uncertain, the Court 
considers those grounds in light of the policies applicable to demurrers for uncertainty. " 'A 
demurrer for uncertainty is strictly construed, even where a complaint is in some respects 
uncertain, because ambiguities can be clarified under modern discovery procedures.' " 
(Chen v. Berenjian, supra, 33 Cal.App.5th at 822, quoting Khoury v. Maly's of California, Inc. 
(1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 612, 616 [emphasis added].) "[U]nder our liberal pleading rules, where 
the complaint contains substantive factual allegations sufficiently apprising defendant of the 
issues it is being asked to meet, a demurrer for uncertainty should be overruled or plaintiff given 
leave to amend. [Citations, internal quotations omitted.]" (A.J. Fistes Corp. v. GDL Best 
Contractors, Inc., supra, 35 Cal.App.5th at 695.) 

The Court acknowledges that the eighth cause of action does not clearly allege when, by whom, 
or in what manner Plaintiff's claims for damages and the claim for coverage of the third party 
claims, including claims for repairs and payment of PPS's "other claims," were presented to 
Fidelity. Nevertheless, the Court finds the allegations of the Complaint as a whole and the 
allegations of the eighth cause of action to be sufficient to withstand the special demurrer for 
uncertainty in light of the foregoing authorities which disfavor such demurrers and indicate the 
parties should rely on discovery to obtain clarity and details regarding the claim. For these 
reasons, the demurrer for uncertainty is overruled. 
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 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01016 
CASE NAME: SKLOOT VS ORELLANA 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT of SKLOOT FILED BY 
UBALDO ARIZA, VERONICA GARCIA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Before the Court is a demurrer to plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint, filed by defendants 
Ubaldo Ariza and Veronica Garcia. The demurrer is overruled. Defendants shall file and serve 
their answer on or before October 30, 2020. 

Background  

Plaintiff, Ori Skloot, alleges that he is in contract with Mario Orellana to purchase 
property located at 2009 Dunn Ave, Richmond, California. (First Amended Complaint, “FAC,” 
¶¶1-2.) Plaintiff alleges that the sale cannot close because certain title issues need to be 
resolved. (FAC, ¶¶8-10.) Specifically, the sale contract requires that plaintiff obtain title 
insurance, but he has been unable to procure title insurance because Orellana took title via an 
uninsured transfer. (FAC, ¶10.) Plaintiff alleges that the problem, usually resolved through 
affidavit by the transferor, cannot be resolved here because the recorded chain of title does not 
match the true chain of title. (FAC, ¶11.)  

The true chain of title, as represented by Orellana, is that he purchased the property for 
cash in 2009 from a woman named Maharaj. (FAC, ¶12.) The recorded documents, however, 
indicate Orellana received the property from defendants Ubaldo Ariza and Veronica Garcia (“the 
Arizas”). (FAC, ¶13; Exhibit C.) The deed to Orellana from the Arizas is dated just two days after 
the deed from Maharaj to the Arizas. (FAC, Exhibit B.) While the end result in either scenario is 
that title vests in Orellana, he did not receive title from the Arizas. (FAC, ¶14.) The Arizas have 
alleged that the deed bearing their signatures (Exhibit C) is a forgery. (FAC, ¶14; Request for 
Judicial Notice.) The Arizas are unwilling to sign any affidavit confirming the transfer to Orellana. 
(FAC, ¶14.) In order to allow plaintiff to complete his purchase of the property, he seeks an 
order (1) reforming the deed from Maharaj such that it operates as a transfer to Orellana instead 
of the Arizas, and (2) canceling the deed to the Arizas. (FAC, ¶15.) 

Plaintiff alleges two causes of action: (1) Quiet Title; and (2) Reformation and 
Cancelation of Deeds.  

After efforts to meet and confer, defendants Ubaldo Ariza and Veronica Garcia demur. 
They argue failure to allege facts sufficient to state a cause of action, pursuant to Code of Civil 
Procedure, § 430.10 (e).  

Request for Judicial Notice 

Plaintiff requests judicial notice of excerpts from a complaint filed by the Arizas in case 
number MSC19-02245, wherein the Arizas allege that they “do not have any knowledge 
regarding the purchase or sale” of the property, and that they “never signed any of the title 
documents.” The Arizas object to the request, noting it would be improper for the Court to 
judicially notice the truth of the matters therein.  

The request is granted as to contentions the Arizas have made in Court, not for the truth 
of the matters asserted. (Evid. Code § 452(d).) 
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Discussion 

The limited role of a demurrer is to test the legal sufficiency of a complaint. It raises 
issues of law, not fact, regarding the form or content of the opposing party's pleading. 
(Donabedian v. Mercury Ins. Co. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 968, 994.) For purposes of a demurrer, 
all properly pleaded facts are admitted as true. (Aubry v. Tri-City Hospital Dist. (1992) 2 Cal.4th 
962, 967.) A court does not, however, assume the truth of contentions, deductions or 
conclusions of law. (Ibid.) “If the complaint states a cause of action under any theory, regardless 
of the title under which the factual basis for relief is stated, that aspect of the complaint is good 
against a demurrer.” (Quelimane Co. v. Stewart Title Guaranty Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 26, 38.) 
The Court is not limited to plaintiffs' theory of recovery in testing the sufficiency of the complaint 
against a demurrer. (Ibid.) In ruling on a demurrer, the court considers the face of the pleading 
attacked and matters subject to judicial notice. (Code Civ. Proc. § 430.30(a).) 

Quiet title (C/A 1) 

The Arizas argue that the cause of action for quiet title fails because plaintiff is only an 
equitable interest holder, at best. Plaintiff (while incorrectly representing that such cause of 
action was omitted from the FAC) argues the Arizas’ own contentions undermine this position.  

Generally, the Arizas are correct that an owner of an equitable interest cannot maintain a 
quiet title action against the holder of legal title. However, by their own admission, the Arizas 
never had legal title. (See Request for Judicial Notice, attached as Exhibit A to Opposition, 
¶¶21-42.) The Arizas equate their names appearing on the recorded documents with holding 
legal title (see Reply, 2:26-28), but the facts alleged in the FAC—that the recorded documents 
are wrong—undermine that position. The Arizas’ assertions made in their other lawsuit also 
undermine that position. They specifically state: 

After investigating the matter, [the Arizas] have determined that forged title 
documents purport to show that [the Arizas] purchased the Dunn Property on July 
29, 2009 from Defendant, MAHARJ, and then sold the Dunn Property to 
Defendant, ORELLANA, two days later on July 31, 2002. 

(Ariza v. Franco, MSC19-02245, Complaint filed October 23, 2019, ¶22.) 

Finally, the Arizas do not appear to argue they currently hold title. (See Memorandum in 
Support of Demurrer, 4:3 [“The Arizas were legal title holders,” emphasis added].) 

The demurrer to the quiet title cause of action is therefore overruled.  

Cancellation and Reformation of Deeds (C/A 2) 

The Arizas challenge the second cause of action on the basis of the statute of 
limitations, arguing that plaintiff cannot reform deeds from 2009 since the applicable statute of 
limitations is three years pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure, section 338(d). That statute states 
that a cause of action based on fraud or mistake does not accrue until the discovery, by the 
aggrieved party, of the facts constituting the fraud or mistake. (Code Civ. Proc., § 338 (d).) 
Plaintiff has not set forth any facts that indicate he discovered the fraud or mistake more than 
three years prior to filing this action. This is not, therefore, a basis for sustaining the demurrer. 

The Arizas also challenge the second cause of action on the basis that plaintiff has not 
set forth mistake or fraud pursuant to Civil Code § 3399. Plaintiff responds that, under Civil Code 
§3412, a void or voidable deed may be cancelled. Plaintiff further asserts that a fraudulent deed 
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is void. Because plaintiff is asserting that one deed (from Arizas) should be canceled, while 
another deed (to Arizas) should be reformed, both statutes apply to the respective transactions. 
Civil Code § 3399 addresses the revision of contracts and governs the deed to the Arizas from 
Maharaj. Civil Code §3412 addresses cancellation of written instruments and governs the deed 
from the Arizas to Orellana.  

The right to reformation of an instrument requires a showing of fraud, mutual mistake of 
the parties, or a mistake of one party, which the other at the time knew or suspected. (Civ. 
Code, § 3399.) Plaintiff here does not allege any fraud or mistake on the part of Maharaj or the 
Arizas, as to the deed between them, but the Arizas themselves have supplied this information 
via their judicially noticeable complaint.  

The demurrer is overruled as to the second cause of action.  

 

 


